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Note: These notes are taken from the web page Unificationism. They cannot be published as definitive texts and
should never be used in the future as an “official” publication of True Father’s words. However, they do provide a
good idea of the “spirit” of the message. — Rev. Katsumi Kambashi

“The subject partner, who exists for the sake of the object partner, must be able to be responsible for, protect and
raise the object partner. Even if one has no problems in their family life before marriage, they will have problems
in their marriage life, which comes from a vertical relationship. In order to solve such problems, one should put
more importance on vertical relationships more than horizontal relationships. For both man and woman, if they
do not have their partners, they will cease to exist. In creation, God definitely wanted to have His son first.”

“Mongolians and Koreans are the same but due to the difference of languages, they came to have different
nationalities. That is due to the difference of their respective environments.

In order to become a victor in the course of restoration, one should be ahead of God and work harder than God.
Since True Parents left open the door of Heaven, all Unification Church members will go until the front of that
door…

The difference between the era before the coming of heaven and era after the coming of heaven is the blood
lineage. It is me that created the word restoration.

A true friend will appear in your hardest times, which is when you are hungry and when you are dying. When you
eat together with me, those who leave their chopsticks and spoons before I do will be my enemies because they
think I am eating their food.

Those who offer Jeong Seong are scary because the spirit world will help them in their lacking of fulfilling their
responsibility.

Forget good things rapidly and remember bad things so that you can eradicate the bad things.

You must be able to manage the situation well after things happen. I worked hard myself for 40 years to in order
to leave eight textbooks and teaching materials.

If you live with me closely, the spirit world of the low class cannot hang around you. When you offer Jeong Seong
(prayer), do not do it blindly but pray directing yourself correctly. When your prayer flows well, the problems you
have flow away.

You must establish the substantial being of my autobiography. That is Hoon Dok Hae, which is a gathering
where one digs up the words, the origin of life. The blood linage is the center of tradition. The reason why blood
lineage is important is because one comes to resemble their ancestors who lived thousands miles away.

It is the time now that those who kidnapped Unification Church members in Japan cannot hide away.

From 1 to 100, 7 X 7 = 49 does not go beyond the summit but 7 X 8 = 56 is beyond the half. Therefore, 7.8. Jeol
is amazing.
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